An increasing number of small RNAs have been discovered in mammals. However, their primary transcripts and upstream regulatory networks remain largely to be determined. Genomic analysis of small RNAs facilitates identification of their primary transcripts, and hence contributes to researches of their upstream regulatory networks. We here report a batch platform, BatchGenAna, which is specifically designed for large-scale genomic analysis of mammalian small RNAs. It can map and annotate for as many as 1000 small RNAs or 10,000 genomic loci of small RNAs at a time. It provides genomic features including RefSeq genes, mRNAs, ESTs and repeat elements in tabular and graphical results. It also allows extracting flanking sequences of submitted queries, specified genomic regions and host transcripts, which facilitates subsequent analysis such as scanning transcription factor binding sites in upstream sequences and poly(A) signals in downstream sequences. Besides small RNA fields, BatchGenAna can also be applied to other research fields, e.g. in silico analysis of target genes of transcription factors.
Background:
Small RNAs of less than 40 nucleotides (nt) in length, such as microRNAs (miRNAs), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), scanRNAs (scnRNAs) and piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), constitute a large family of tiny regulatory molecules. Among them, miRNAs, piRNAs and siRNAs are also discovered in mammals, which have diverse and important functions. Although our knowledge of mammalian small RNAs has advanced rapidly, the primary transcripts of most mammalian small RNAs remain to be determined. Uncovering primary transcripts of small RNAs is very important to our understanding of the biogenesis of small RNAs. It facilitates (a) identifying the regulatory regions such as transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) and hence discovering upstream regulators in the network, (b) detecting other sequence and structural motifs required in small RNA processing, and (c) providing essential information for small RNA knockout . These public databases align users' sequences (one or no more than 30 sequences at a time) against the specified genome, display one genome view at a time and extract flanking sequence for one sequence interactively. However, these interactive tools need much manual work. Doing large-scale genomic analysis with them would be exhausting. Moreover, researchers will have to record the overlapping ESTs and mRNAs manually if they want to further analyze tissue sources or other features of these transcripts. Recently, miRBase has been updated with genomic features of known miRNAs [7] , and piRNABank is built for human, mouse and rat piRNAs supporting searches for overlapping genes and repeat elements [8] . However, piRNABank does not provide other genomic features like EST matches and flanking sequence extraction for further analysis, and these two specific databases do not support genomic analysis for other classes of small RNAs or newly discovered small RNAs.
To facilitate large-scale genomic analysis of mammalian small RNAs, we have developed a batch platform, BatchGenAna, to provide batch mapping and annotating for as many as 1000 nucleotide sequences or 10,000 genomic loci of small RNAs at a time. BatchGenAna provides genomic features including RefSeq genes, mRNAs, ESTs and repeat elements, and produces both tabular and graphical results containing the selected genomic features. It also supports extraction of flanking sequences of submitted queries, specified genomic regions and host transcripts, which facilitates subsequent analysis such as scanning TFBS in upstream sequences and poly(A) signals in downstream sequences. . At the time of writing this manuscript, the human, mouse and rat genome assemblies and annotations are NCBI build 36.2, 37.1 and 4.1 respectively. To improve computational efficiency while achieving high sensitivity, BatchGenAna employs miBLAST [9] to search the sequences against the genome for sequences shorter than 40 nt. In our case, miBLAST is ~30 times faster than BLAST [10] for sequences shorter than 40 nt and has the same sensitivity. For those longer, BLAT is employed, since it is more accurate and much faster than popular existing tools for mRNA/DNA alignments when comparing vertebrate sequences [11] . A central MySQL database is used to store the downloaded data. The BatchGenAna interface was written in PHP. The program of sequence mapping, alignment result parsing and tabular/graphical result generating are implemented in C, Perl and Bioperl [12] . The current web service is running an Apache web server on a PC Linux box with quad Intel Xeon 3.2GHz processors and 4GB RAM. The operating system is Redhat Linux AS3.
Utility:
BatchGenAna provides a friendly interface for users to specify parameters for input type, species, alignment, annotation, display and flanking sequence extraction (Figure 1a) . Users may input nucleotide sequences, genomic loci or GenBank accession numbers. The input type of Genomic loci is provided for users who have already obtained the genomic loci of small RNAs or small RNA clusters. The input type of GenBank accession number is provided for users to extract flanking sequences of the overlapping transcripts in a second run. Users can specify the genomic features they focus on, including ESTs, mRNAs, RefSeq genes and repeat elements. Users can also specify the window width of genome views and the upstream/downstream length for flanking sequences extraction. Since batch jobs are more time-consuming than immediate jobs, users are required to input their email addresses so that BatchGenAna can notify users instantly once their jobs are completed (Executing time of variable batch jobs is provided in the homepage). Figure  1b) . In graphical results, BatchGenAna displays genome views centered at submitted queries with selected genomic features. If the distance of two consecutive genomic loci of submitted queries is less than half of the display window width, these two genomic loci are plotted in the same view (Figure 1c) . The detailed information and guidance is given in the webpage.
Future development:
Work is under way to incorporate CpG islands, TSS, polyA signals, TFBS and CAGE tags into BatchGenAna. We also plan to integrate annotations from NCBI, UCSC and Ensembl into BatchGenAna, since their genome annotations are somewhat different.
